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In the days to come man will strive further to prove that there is no God in Heaven. I assure you 

daughter of Mine I exist and will always exist. I have no beginning or end. I am eternal. This will 

prove fruitless on their part as I send down My holy angel announcing the proof of My existence 

and declares boldly to the remaining inhabitants of your world that I am the one true and living 

God and Jesus Christ My Son was sent as Savior and true Redeemer of this world, the earth. 

Antichrist’s forces cannot hide My angel’s appearance in the sky from all who are called to see 

and hear the message of the Gospel of Heaven preached in its purity and entirety. Many will 

come to Me through My Son from this action alone with many of these called to be the end time 

martyrs beheaded by the man of sin and his one world unified system. 

My Word shall always prove true. But until this time, here is what your world and people, all the 

inhabitants have to still face…… The 3 days of darkness.  

When the assault from the sun’s rays and projections enters your earth’s atmosphere from the 

holes created by the portal particle accelerator-type machines that pulled down the very fabric of 

it until they produced holes that have enlarged over continual abuse, your world in many places 

shall experience what your world calls an EMP effect on many systems and devices. 

Thus, the Northern Lights, the colorful dancing lights will cover the earth’s sky in the deadly 

colors and then precisely at My noon, real noon on your world My darkness shall descend 

suddenly and quickly with a brief light in the sky before everything goes dark. This is the outer 

darkness from the deep in which no light exists in. It is alive! For those unsaved there shall be 

wailing and gnashing of the teeth. This is only a brief moment in time what they shall endure in 

the great lake of fire when the end of all things comes if they do not repent. 

Three days, for three days My darkness shall lay across your earth, the whole firmament! The 

sun shall go into its hiding as well as the moon. Stars shall fall while some shall hide their lights. 

The fallen angels once bound shall be released and cast down to the earth because the air no 

longer belongs to them as the devil and those that fell with him can no longer access the Heaven 

of your firmament, of your world.  

The destroyer comes but there are four not one alone that shall cover the earth striking blow 

upon blow the first born of all that remain if no repentance was found after My Son returned for 

those who were ready and waiting in Him. Also, of the beasts. As it was in Moses My servant’s 

day so shall it also be. The same but also different. 

The four destroying angels have been released from their underwater prison and await My 

command. They are still bound but not imprisoned. I shall unleash them as My Son ascends with 

His redeemed bride. Woe has come to your world little daughter. Daughter, it takes obedience to 

be prepared when all these things come upon your world. 
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